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Banks as one of the important institutions in money market has an undeniable 
role for financing different plans like: productive, services and business. Now 
there are some problems for banks to finance themselves. Mortgage backed-
securities are one of the prevalent ways of financing in the banks. It has a long 
history in the conventional banks. Designing and creating new financial 
instruments in the banks are possible now. 

 

This paper tries to introduce a new financial instrument in the Islamic banking; 
it’s consists of two parts, at first we take a look at the history of securitization in 
conventional banks and the process of securitization with its risks, and then in the 
second part we introduce a new designed financial instrument to securitize bank’s 
assets. This paper assesses the compatibility of Murabaha mortgage-backed 
security from the perspective of jurisprudences and financial market. 
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Introduction 

Nowadays banks are the most important intermediates of cash flow, they try to collect the excess 
money of people and other institutions through designing of different kinds of deposits, and give 
it to the investors and economically active people to finance economical projects and plans. 
Therefore banks as one of the important institutions in the money market has an undeniable role 
for financing productive plans, services and business plans. But sometimes banks themselves 
have the financing problem, they recourse financial markets or use some financial instruments 
beside their deposits to provide their resources. 

Using mortgage-backed securities is one the most prevalent ways of financing in the banks. This 
way of financing which is started in the USA many years ago, has a significant background in 
conventional banking, and in the last two decades most of countries have exploited of it, but it 
was forbidden to use in Islamic banks of Islamic countries like Malaysia, Pakistan, Indonesia, 
India, and Iran.  

In this method of financing, banks that has given their resources to suppliants through the loan 
and credit, can attain their resources again by securitizing their claims, and give them to the other 
suppliants. 

The chart 1 shows the process of securitization and sale of given loans from bank to the 
suppliants. 
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Chart 1. The process of securitization 

 

After developing this method of outfitting resources in conventional banking, Islamic bankers 
have asked this question that “is it possible to use this method of financing in Islamic banks?” to 
answer this question we should first answer some basic questions like: possibility of securitizing 
given facilities behalf Islamic banks (without riba) from the perspective of jurisprudences, best 
services to be securitized, the most efficient model for securitization, economical justification of 
securitization process, and risks which are exist in this process and managing them. 

The history of securitization 

Asset Securitization began with the structured financing of mortgage pools in the 1970s. For 
decades before that, banks were essentially portfolio lenders; they held loans until they matured 
or were paid off. These loans were funded principally by deposits, and sometimes by debt, which 
was a direct obligation of the bank (rather than a claim on specific assets). But after World War 
II, depository institutions simply could not keep pace with the rising demand for housing credit. 
Banks, as well as other financial intermediaries sensing a market opportunity, sought ways of 
increasing the sources of mortgage funding. To attract investors, investment bankers eventually 
developed an investment vehicle that isolated defined mortgage pools, segmented the credit risk, 
and structured the cash flows from the underlying loans. Although it took several years to 
develop efficient mortgage Securitization structures, loan originators quickly realized the process 
was readily transferable to other types of loans as well.4

In February 1970, the U.S. 

  

Department of Housing and Urban Development created the 
transaction using a mortgage-backed security. The Government National Mortgage Association 
(GNMA or Ginnie Mae) sold securities backed by a portfolio of mortgage loans.5

To facilitate the Securitization of non-mortgage assets, businesses substituted private credit 
enhancements. First, they over-collateralized pools of assets; shortly thereafter, they improved 
third-party and structural enhancements. In 1985, Securitization techniques that had been 
developed in the mortgage market were applied for the first time to a class of non-mortgage 

  

                                                           
4 Dugan, John, Asset Securitization: Comptroller's Handbook , Washington ,  Office of the Comptroller of the 
Currency, November 1997  
5 Federal Republic of Germany, Asset-Backed securities in Germany: the sale and Securitisation of loans by German 
credit institutions", Berlin, Deutsche Bundesbank Monthly Report , July1997 
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assets (automobile loans). A pool of assets second only to mortgages in volume, auto loans were 
a good match for structured finance; their maturities, considerably shorter than those of 
mortgages, made the timing of cash flows more predictable, and their long statistical histories of 
performance gave investors confidence.6

This early auto loan deal was a $60 million Securitization originated by Marine Midland Bank 
and securitized in 1985 by the Certificate for Automobile Receivables Trust .

  

7

The first significant bank credit card sale came to market in 1986 with a private placement of 
$50 million of outstanding bank card loans. This transaction demonstrated to investors that, if the 
yields were high enough, loan pools could support asset sales with higher expected losses and 
administrative costs than was true within the mortgage market. Sales of this type — with no 
contractual obligation by the seller to provide recourse — allowed banks to receive sales 
treatment for accounting and regulatory purposes (easing balance sheet and capital constraints), 
while at the same time allowing them to retain origination and servicing fees. After the success 
of this initial transaction, investors grew to accept credit card receivables as collateral, and banks 
developed structures to normalize the cash flows.  

  

Starting in the 1990s with some earlier private transactions, Securitization technology was 
applied to a number of sectors of the reinsurance and insurance markets including life and 
catastrophe. This activity grew to nearly $15bn of issuance in 2006 following the disruptions in 
the underlying markets. Key areas of activity in the broad area of Alternative Risk Transfer 
include catastrophe bonds, Life Insurance Securitization and Reinsurance Sidecars. 

The first public Securitization of Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) loans started in 1997. 
CRA loans are loans targeted to low and moderate income borrowers and neighborhoods.8

As estimated by the Bond Market Association, in the United States, total amount outstanding at 
the end of 2004 at $1.8 trillion. This amount is about 8 percent of total 

  

outstanding bond market 
debt ($23.6 trillion), about 33 percent of mortgage-related debt ($5.5 trillion), and about 39 
percent of corporate debt ($4.7 trillion) in the United States. In nominal terms, over the last ten 
years, (1995–2004,) ABS amount outstanding has grown about 19 percent annually, with 
mortgage-related debt and corporate debt each growing at about 9 percent. Gross public issuance 
of asset-backed securities remains strong, setting new records in many years. In 2004, issuance 
was at an all-time record of about $0.9 trillion.9

At the end of 2004, the larger sectors of this market are credit card-backed securities (21 
percent), home-equity backed securities (25 percent), automobile-backed securities (13 percent), 

  

                                                           
6 Dugan John, Asset Securitization: Comptroller's Handbook , Washington ,  Office of the Comptroller of the 
Currency, November 1997  
7  Cars ,Hearing before the U.S. House subcommittee on Policy Research and Insurance in “Asset Securitisation and 
Secondary Markets” ,1985,  page 13  
8dugan John , Asset Securitization: Comptroller's Handbook , Washington ,  Office of the Comptroller of the 
Currency, November 1997  
9 Sabarwal Sabarwal ,Common Structures of Asset-Backed Securities and Their Risks,Washington , Washington 
University , December  2005 
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and collateralized debt obligations (15 percent). Among the other market segments are student 
loan-backed securities (6 percent), equipment leases (4 percent), manufactured housing (2 
percent), small business loans (such as loans to convenience stores and gas stations), and aircraft 
leases.10 More recently an attempt to securitize excess energy generated by renewable energy 
resources is being attempted by Joseph Brant Arseneau and his team. 

Securitization only reached Europe in late 80's, when the first securitizations of mortgages 
appeared in the UK. This technology only really took off in the late 90's or early 2000, thanks to 
the innovative structures implemented across the asset classes, such as UK Mortgage Master 
Trusts (concept imported from the US Credit Cards), Insurance-backed transaction (such as the 
ones implemented by the insurance securitization guru Emmanuel Issanchou) or even more 
esoteric asset classes (for example securitization of lottery receivables for the Greek government, 
executed by Philippe Tapernoux). 

As the result of the credit crunch precipitated by the subprime mortgage crisis the market for 
bonds backed by securitized loans was very weak in 2008 unless the bonds were guaranteed by a 
federally backed agency. As a result interest rates are rising for loans that were previously 
securitized such as home mortgages, student loans, auto loans and commercial mortgages11

The history of Islamic financial instruments 

 

One of the interesting things about current bonds and notes is that they are used for liquidity 
management, but Islamic banks cannot take advantage of them because of prohibition of riba. 
Though, first efforts of solving liquidity problem by using Islamic financial instruments via a 
new perspective have been started a few years ago. The first idea of Islamic financial instruments 
refers to the theories of Islamic economics which have been presented during 40 years. Among 
this, Islamic countries like Egypt, Pakistan, Malaysia, India, Indonesia, Iran and etc, tried to 
establish Islamic banks. Central bank of Malaysia in 1983 tried to use Islamic financial 
instruments in money markets for the first time, so the first Islamic bank in the Malaysia 
established, thus it issued certificate of governmental investment, which was without any fixed 
income or interest. Also the Malaysian national mortgage corporation prepared a new plan to buy 
Islamic bonds in December of 2001. The Bahraini money institution in 2001, issued Islamic 
treasury notes for the first time before the first issuance of international sukuk by the Malaysia. 
Islamic development bank in 2003 issued a combinative sukuk. The biggest issuance of sukuk up 
to the 2003 (offering 700,000,000 $ sukuk) accomplished by the Qatar. P11F

12
P Besides the extension 

of Islamic money markets and issuance of relevant securities in it, Islamic capital markets began 
to grow up. In the 1990s, when different structures of financial transactions were extended by 
Islamic banks, the idea of using Islamic financial instruments in capital markets was introduced. 
Arsalan tariq (arsaln tariq 2007) says that the idea of Islamic instruments of capital market is 

                                                           
10 Sabarwal Sabarwal ,Common Structures of Asset-Backed Securities and Their Risks,Washington , Washington 
University , December  2005  
11Bajaj  Vikas  , Mechanism for Credit Is Still Stuck  , New York  ,August  2008 , at: www.nytimes.com  
12pahlevan ,hamid , and razavy , roholah ,sukuk : DEFINITION , SPECIES ,structure ,Research Development 
Islamic Studies , Tehran Stock Exchange Corporation ,2007  , p10 
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presented by the Abbas and Haque (Abbas and Haque 1999), Kahf (Kahf, 1997), Elgari (Elgari, 
1997) and Zarqa (Zarqa, 1997) for the first time.13

The market value of sukuk in the world up to the 2006 was more than 45,000,000,000 $ and 68 
percent of that was issued to support the private sector. Some countries like England, USA, 
Germany, and Japan have issued sukuk to attract the money resources of Muslims.UAE issued 
3,500,000,000 $ sukuk to finance the second part of Dubai’s airport, it had the biggest volume of 
securities in the world. Though the biggest volume of sold bonds in USA for different projects 
was around 1,500,000,000 $, selling 3,500,000,000 $ sukuk for financing the airport of Dubai 
shows the ability of sukuk to finance big projects. 

  

Issuance of sukuk had a wonderful growth in recent years, because it has risen from less than 
8,000,000,000 dollar in 2003 to more than 50,000,000,000 dollar at the middles of 2007. 
Muslims are interested in using Islamic instruments of capital market and investing in Islamic 
countries more than before. Now sukuk is popular word in all over the world. Insofar as non-
Islamic countries try to utilize this tool for attracting Muslims’ capitals. P13F

14
P.  As we can see using 

sukuk in recent years and also in recent financial recession (2008) had a great growth rate. Thus 
most of Islamic countries (those who have Muslims) inclined to benefit from this Islamic 
financial instruments.P14F

15
P (Mohamed Ali, 2010, 36). For instance in India the extent of using MBS 

in recent years had been declined and after having some problems, now India is prepared to 
present Islamic financial services. India has more than 150,000,000 Muslims which cannot 
accept some financial instruments because of prohibition of riba, so this country tries to establish 
a Islamic economic system. P15F

16 

 

 

  

                                                           
13 Arsalan Tariq , Ali ,  and Dar, Humayon , Risks of Sukuk structures: Implications for resource mobilization , 
Thunderbird International Business Review, 2007 , Vol 49(2). 204-206  
14 soroush , abuzar , Ijarah  sukuk , Research Development Islamic Studies , Tehran Stock Exchange Corporation 
,vol 65 ,2007  
15 (Mohamed Ali, 2010, 36). 
16 (Kothari,Abhishek ,2005 ,35) 
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The process of securitization 

Pooling and transfer 

The originator initially owns the assets engaged in the deal. This is typically a company looking 
to raise capital, restructure debt or otherwise adjust its finances. Under traditional corporate 
finance concepts, such a company would have three options to raise new capital: a loan, bond 
issue, or issuance of stock. However, stock offerings dilute the ownership and control of the 
company, while loan or bond financing is often prohibitively expensive due to the credit rating of 
the company and the associated rise in interest rates. 

The consistently revenue-generating part of the company may have a much higher credit rating 
than the company as a whole. For instance, a leasing company may have provided $10m nominal 
value of leases, and it will receive a cash flow over the next five years from these. It cannot 
demand early repayment on the leases and so cannot get its money back early if required. If it 
could sell the rights to the cash flows from the leases to someone else, it could transform that 
income stream into a lump sum today (in effect, receiving today the present value of a future 
cash flow). Where the originator is a bank or other organization that must meet capital adequacy 
requirements, the structure is usually more complex because a separate company is set up to buy 
the assets. 

A suitably large portfolio of assets is "pooled" and transferred to a "special purpose vehicle" or 
"SPV" (the issuer), a tax-exempt company or trust formed for the specific purpose of funding the 
assets. Once the assets are transferred to the issuer, there is normally no recourse to the 
originator. The issuer is "bankruptcy remote," meaning that if the originator goes into 
bankruptcy, the assets of the issuer will not be distributed to the creditors of the originator. In 
order to achieve this, the governing documents of the issuer restrict its activities to only those 
necessary to complete the issuance of securities. 

Accounting standards govern when such a transfer is a sale, a financing, a partial sale, or a part-
sale and part-financing.17 In a sale, the originator is allowed to remove the transferred assets from 
its balance sheet: in a financing, the assets are considered to remain the property of the 
originator.18 arm's 
length

 Under US accounting standards, the originator achieves a sale by being at 
 from the issuer, in which case the issuer is classified as a "qualifying special purpose 

entity" or "qSPE". Because of these structural issues, the originator typically needs the help of an 
investment bank (the arranger) in setting up the structure of the transaction. 

Issuance 

To be able to buy the assets from the originator, the issuer SPV issues tradable securities to fund 
the purchase. Investors purchase the securities, either through a private offering (targeting 

                                                           
17Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) Statement  ،Accounting for transfers and servicing of financial 
assets and extinguishments of liabilities—a replacement of FASB Statement , Vol 125 , September 2000  
18 Sabarwal Sabarwal ,Common Structures of Asset-Backed Securities and Their Risks,Washington , Washington 
University , December  2005 
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institutional investors) or on the open market. The performance of the securities is then directly 
linked to the performance of the assets. Credit rating agencies rate the securities which are issued 
in order to provide an external perspective on the liabilities being created and help the investor 
make a more informed decision. 

In transactions with static assets, a depositor will assemble the underlying collateral, help 
structure the securities and work with the financial markets in order to sell the securities to 
investors. The depositor has taken on added significance under Regulation AB. The depositor 
typically owns 100% of the beneficial interest in the issuing entity and is usually the parent or a 
wholly owned subsidiary of the parent which initiates the transaction. In transactions with 
managed (traded) assets, asset managers assemble the underlying collateral, help structure the 
securities and work with the financial markets in order to sell the securities to investors. 

Some deals may include a third-party guarantor which provides guarantees or partial guarantees 
for the assets, the principal and the interest payments, for a fee. 

The securities can be issued with either a fixed interest rate or a floating rate. Fixed rate ABS set 
the “coupon” (rate) at the time of issuance, in a fashion similar to corporate bonds. Floating rate 
securities may be backed by both amortizing and no amortizing assets. In contrast to fixed rate 
securities, the rates on “floaters” will periodically adjust up or down according to a designated 
index such as a U.S. Treasury rate, or, more typically, the London Interbank Offered Rate 
(LIBOR). The floating rate usually reflects the movement in the index plus an additional fixed 
margin to cover the added risk.19

Credit enhancement and tranching 

 

Unlike conventional corporate bonds which are unsecured, securities generated in a 
securitization deal are "credit enhanced," meaning their credit quality is increased above that of 
the originator's unsecured debt or underlying asset pool. This increases the likelihood that the 
investors will receive cash flows to which they are entitled, and thus causes the securities to have 
a higher credit rating than the originator. Some securitizations use external credit enhancement 
provided by third parties, such as surety bonds and parental guarantees (although this may 
introduce a conflict of interest). 

Individual securities are often split into tranches, or categorized into varying degrees of 
subordination. Each tranche has a different level of credit protection or risk exposure than 
another: there is generally a senior (“A”) class of securities and one or more junior subordinated 
(“B,” “C,” etc.) classes that function as protective layers for the “A” class. The senior classes 
have first claim on the cash that the SPV receives, and the more junior classes only start 
receiving repayment after the more senior classes have repaid. Because of the cascading effect 
between classes, this arrangement is often referred to as a cash flow waterfall. In the event that 
the underlying asset pool becomes insufficient to make payments on the securities (e.g. when 
loans default within a portfolio of loan claims), the loss is absorbed first by the subordinated 
                                                           
19 Dwight Asset Management Company  , Fixed Income Sectors: Asset-Backed Securities - A primer on asset-
backed securities, Dwight Asset Management Company, Burlington  , 2005 , at :www.dwightcom 
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tranches, and the upper-level tranches remain unaffected until the losses exceed the entire 
amount of the subordinated tranches. The senior securities are typically AAA rated, signifying a 
lower risk, while the lower-credit quality subordinated classes receive a lower credit rating, 
signifying a higher risk.20

The most junior class (often called the equity class) is the most exposed to payment risk. In some 
cases, this is a special type of instrument which is retained by the originator as a potential profit 
flow. In some cases the equity class receives no coupon (either fixed or floating), but only the 
residual cash flow (if any) after all the other classes have been paid. 

 

There may also be a special class which absorbs early repayments in the underlying assets. This 
is often the case where the underlying assets are mortgages which, in essence, are repaid every 
time the property is sold. Since any early repayment is passed on to this class, it means the other 
investors have a more predictable cash flow. 

If the underlying assets are mortgages or loans, there are usually two separate "waterfalls" 
because the principal and interest receipts can be easily allocated and matched. But if the assets 
are income-based transactions such as rental deals it is not possible to differentiate so easily 
between how much of the revenue is income and how much principal repayment. In this case all 
the income is used to pay the cash flows due on the bonds as those cash flows become due. 

Credit enhancements affect credit risk by providing more or less protection to promised cash 
flows for a security. Additional protection can help a security achieve a higher rating, lower 
protection can help create new securities with differently desired risks, and these differential 
protections can help place a security on more attractive terms. 

In addition to subordination, credit may be enhanced through:21

• A reserve or spread account, in which funds remaining after expenses such as principal 
and interest payments, charge-offs and other fees have been paid-off are accumulated, 
and can be used when SPE expenses are greater than its income. 

  

• Third-party of insurance, or guarantees of principal and interest payments on the 
securities. 

• Over-collateralization, usually by using finance income to pay off principal on some 
securities before principal on the corresponding share of collateral is collected. 

• Cash funding or a cash collateral account, generally consisting of short-term, highly rated 
investments purchased either from the seller's own funds, or from funds borrowed from 
third parties that can be used to make up shortfalls in promised cash flows. 

• A third-party letter of credit or corporate guarantee. 
• A back-up servicer for the loans. 
• Discounted receivables for the pool. 

                                                           
20 Dwight Asset Management Company  , Fixed Income Sectors: Asset-Backed Securities - A primer on asset-
backed securities, Dwight Asset Management Company, Burlington  , 2005 , at :www.dwightcom  
21 Sabarwal ,Common Structures of Asset-Backed Securities and Their Risks,Washington , Washington University , 
December  2005 
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Servicing 

A servicer collects payments and monitors the assets that are the crux of the structured financial 
deal. The servicer can often be the originator, because the servicer needs very similar expertise to 
the originator and would want to ensure that loan repayments are paid to the Special Purpose 
Vehicle. 

The servicer can significantly affect the cash flows to the investors because it controls the 
collection policy, which influences the proceeds collected, the charge-offs and the recoveries on 
the loans. Any income remaining after payments and expenses is usually accumulated to some 
extent in a reserve or spread account, and any further excess is returned to the seller. Bond rating 
agencies publish ratings of asset-backed securities based on the performance of the collateral 
pool, the credit enhancements and the probability of default.22

When the issuer is structured as a trust, the trustee is a vital part of the deal as the gate-keeper of 
the assets that are being held in the issuer. Even though the trustee is part of the SPV, which is 
typically wholly owned by the Originator, the trustee has a 

  

fiduciary duty to protect the assets 
and those who own the assets, typically the investors. 

Repayment structures 

Unlike corporate bonds, most securitizations are amortized, meaning that the principal amount 
borrowed is paid back gradually over the specified term of the loan, rather than in one lump sum 
at the maturity of the loan. Fully amortizing securitizations are generally collateralized by fully 
amortizing assets such as home equity loans, auto loans, and student loans. Prepayment 
uncertainty is an important concern with fully amortizing ABS. The possible rate of prepayment 
varies widely with the type of underlying asset pool; so many prepayment models have been 
developed in an attempt to define common prepayment activity. The PSA prepayment model is a 
well-known example.23

A controlled amortization structure is a method of providing investors with a more predictable 
repayment schedule, even though the underlying assets may be no amortizing. After a 
predetermined “revolving” period, during which only interest payments are made, these 
securitizations attempt to return principal to investors in a series of defined periodic payments, 
usually within a year. An early amortization event is the risk of the debt being retired early.

  

24

On the other hand, bullet or slug structures return the principal to investors in a single payment. 
The most common bullet structure is called the soft bullet, meaning that the final bullet payment 

  

                                                           
22 Sabarwal,Common Structures of Asset-Backed Securities and Their Risks,Washington , Washington University , 
December  2005 
  
23 The Committee on the Global Financial System defined Structured Finance, The role of ratings in structured 
finance: issues and implications , Bank for International settlements ,Basel , January 2005 
  
24 Dwight Asset Management Company  , Fixed Income Sectors: Asset-Backed Securities - A primer on asset-
backed securities, Dwight Asset Management Company, Burlington  , 2005 , at :www.dwightcom 
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is not guaranteed on the expected maturity date; however, the majority of these securitizations 
are paid on time. The second type of bullet structure is the hard bullet, which guarantees that the 
principal will be paid on the expected maturity date. Hard bullet structures are less common for 
two reasons: investors are comfortable with soft bullet structures, and they are reluctant to accept 
the lower yields of hard bullet securities in exchange for a guarantee.[12] 

Securitizations are often structured as a sequential pay bond, paid off in a sequential manner 
based on maturity. This means that the first tranche, which may have a one-year average life, 
will receive all principal payments until it is retired; then the second tranche begins to receive 
principal, and so forth.[12] Pro rata bond structures pay each tranche a proportionate share of 
principal throughout the life of the security.25

Structural Risks and Disincentives 

  

Originators (e.g. of mortgages) have less incentive towards credit quality and greater incentive 
towards loan volume since they do not bear the long-term risk of the assets they have created and 
may simply profit by the fees associated with origination and securitization. 

The feasibility of securitization of bank’s services in the Islamic banking 

In the Islamic banking financial services are different form conventional banks and also riba is 
prohibited; now there is a question: “is it possible to securitize financial services of Islamic 
banks from the perspective of jurisprudences?”  If yes, which of this services are able to be 
securitized and how that securities would be traded in the primary and secondary market? 

Most of financial services of Islamic banking have the ability of securitization. P25F

26 

Murabaha, one of the best choices for securitization 

As mentioned before most of the financial services of Islamic banks are able to be securitized, 
but the Murabaha has some features that distinguish it from others, some of that features are 
listed below: 

1. It has a specific income which is appropriate for both risk-averse investors and beginning 
the securitization of bank’s asset. 

2. Murabaha services of Islamic banks have the least default risk. 
3. Murabaha services of Islamic banks have a definite timing, so in spite of time to maturity 

of Murabaha services, banks can issue proper packages of Murabaha for different 
situations of market. 

 

  

                                                           
25 Dwight Asset Management Company  , Fixed Income Sectors: Asset-Backed Securities - A primer on asset-
backed securities, Dwight Asset Management Company, Burlington  , 2005 , at :www.dwightcom  
26 Mousavian  , seyyed abbas, securitization in Islamic banking, , Islamic economics, Tehran, 2009  
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Practical model of securitization of assets in Islamic banking 

Now including prior subjects, we are going to discuss the practical model of Murabaha 
securitization in this part.  

- Murabaha mortgage backed security (MMBS) 
In this method, the bank which has awarded its resources to the government, institutions 
and households through the Murabaha contract and has received mortgages against them, 
can attain its resources again by securitizing the claims of Murabaha services. Bank 
should establish a SPV for that, so SPV gathers the cash of investors by issuing 
Murabaha securities and then as the agent of investors can buy the claims (debt) of 
Murabaha services in a discount from the bank. 
The bank undertakes to collect the nominal value of claims from debtors in definite 
maturities and give them to security holders (investors) through investment banks. 
Security holders can wait till maturity and get the benefit of securities interest or sell their 
securities in the secondary market. Charts 1, 2 present the practical model of Murabaha 
securities in the primary and secondary market. 
 

Chart 2. The process of securitizing Murabaha services 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Chart 3. The process of securitizing Murabaha 
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- Legal dimension of Murabaha mortgage backed securities (MMBS) 
1.) The bank by selecting or establishing the SPV, exclaims her readiness for giving 

claims on Murabaha mortgage backed securities on a definite discount rate. 
2.) The SPV by selecting a credit rating agency which is confirmed by the Central 

Bank and Securities and Exchange Organization, tries to get its credit grade, the 
credit rating agency should exclaim the rank and grade of bank and SPV. 

3.) The SPV by selecting an investment bank which is confirmed by Central Bank 
and Securities and Exchange Organization, tries to monitor the plan, in the other 
word investment bank should be agree to monitor the plan from first to end. 

4, 5) The SPV gives the issued Murabaha mortgage backed securities via                 
investment bank to the people (investors). 
6, 7) The investment bank by collecting money from investors gives it to the SPV. 
8, 9, 10) The SPV by the money which is collected from people, as their client can 
buy the claims of Murabaha mortgage services in a discount, and get the ownership of 
claims as the agent of security holders. 
11, 12, 13) The SPV can get the claims of Murabaha mortgage services in specific 
maturities and after subtracting his right give the remaining to people through the 
investment bank. 

 
- Secondary market of Murabaha mortgage backed securities (MMBS) 

Murabaha mortgage backed securities are a kind of beneficiary financial instruments with 
a specific (definite) interest, so it would be attractive for investors who try to have a 
riskless investment, thus it would be able to be traded in the secondary market if it have 
no juridical problem, the holder of Murabaha mortgage backed securities is the owner of 
financial notes with definite maturities, so he can sell them to the third party in a lower 
price than nominal value by including discount rate, the margin of buy and sell of 
securities would be the interest or income of investor which would be a specific rate. 
 
 

- Juridical qualification of Murabaha mortgage backed securities 
The basis of Murabaha is one of the rightful and legal treatments in Islam and there is any 
doubt about it, but when we want to talk about the sukuk Murabaha or securitization on 
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the basis of Murabaha, we should be aware that there are some other treatments with 
Murabaha treatment in it.  
The primary and secondary markets of Murabaha mortgage backed securities are 
combination of different kinds of treatments like: Bay’ al Naghd (spot), bay’ al Nessyah 
(credit), attorney (agency) and bay’ al Dain. In this process bank buys goods of suppliants 
by cash from the resources of investors then sell them to the suppliants in the form of 
credit (Nessyah), after that the SPV by pooling the money (cash) buys the Murabaha 
claims of banks as the agent of security holders, investors or security holders can wait till 
the maturity and receive the face value of securities or sell them in the secondary market. 
Securities would be sold several times in the secondary market. There is not any doubt 
and debate about Bay’ al Naghd (spot), Bay’ al Nessyah (credit), just there is an 
argument about trading claims in the secondary market. 

Conclusion 

At the end, trading Murabaha mortgage backed securities in primary market right and 
jurisprudences have no doubt about it, just from point of view of some shia’s jurisprudences and 
most of sonnah’s jurisprudences the treatment of Bay’ al Dain (discount) in the secondary market 
should be revised. 
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